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Abstract

This inquiry examined culturally responsive diabetes interventions within the context of American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) health. The role of history, culture, and resilience in shaping these approaches was determined. Additionally, past instances of abuse from healthcare workers and researchers highlighted the need for culturally competent education. A combination of a literature review and ethnography from events hosted by the local Portland, Oregon AI/AN community helped to address these questions and concerns. This study found that identifying determinants of health using Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) is the most effective. The health disparities experienced by AI/AN peoples today are predominantly due to a history of forced removal, genocidal tactics, and detrimental environmental policies. The main elements of a diabetes intervention that takes this history into account includes, connection to culture and the land, education on historical/intergenerational trauma, and focusing on resilience and tribal sovereignty. The use of traditional foods, community gardens, and holistic fitness programs are some examples of strategies being used to treat diabetes by AI/AN peoples today. Future research should examine how the experiences of Indigenous peoples can better guide those in the field of public health working to achieve health equity for all.
Introduction

Obesity and type 2 diabetes (hereinafter “diabetes”) are found in record-breaking rates across the globe, however certain ethnic/racial communities have been disproportionately affected (Leadership for Healthy Communities, 2010). American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/AN) have some of the highest rates of diabetes in the world (Blakeley & Park, 2004) and diabetes has become a significant threat to the health of AI/AN children (Blakeley & Park, 2004). AIs are also much more likely to experience complications from diabetes, these complications are numerous and can have negative effects on physical, social, emotional, and financial wellbeing (Mitchell, 2012).

In general, most diabetes interventions focus on individual behavior change and cultural competency trainings are not often institutionalized within the professional or academic setting (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006), which may result in negligence and harm. Only recently has research begun to consider the broader context that may influence behavior in the first place (Mitchell, 2012). For example, diabetes education programs may instruct patients to eat a prescribed diet, but they do not address the fact that many people live on limited income, do not have transportation, and live in areas where the nearest grocery store with fresh, healthy, and affordable foods is at least 20 miles away (Mitchell, 2012). These types of intervention programs are typically successful for individuals who come from advantageous backgrounds, but do not address the complexities of diabetes in AI/AN nations (Mitchell, 2012). Determinants of health including, environmental, social, economic, and political factors substantially influence health disparities, but are often left out of the conversation (Mitchell, 2012). The term ‘health disparities’ will be used to refer to the racial/ethnic disparities in health that exist within the United States. As seen in Figure 1, AI/ANs experience higher rates of diabetes and heart disease
than any other racial group in the country. When certain health outcomes are seen to a greater or lesser extent between populations, a disparity exists (“Disparities”, n.d).

![Bar chart showing prevalence of diabetes and heart disease by race and ethnicity.](https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr020.pdf)

*Figure 1. Percentage of adults aged 18 years and over who have ever been diagnosed with diabetes, and percentage of adults aged 18 years and over who have ever been diagnosed with heart disease, by race and ethnicity: United States, 2004–2008. Adapted from “National Health Statistics Reports”, by P.M Barnes, P.F Adams, and E. Powell-Griner, 2010, Retrieved from https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr020.pdf. Copyright 2010 by CDC. Adapted with permission.*

It is important for health practitioners to examine how such great health disparities arose by exploring the Social Determinants of Health (SDOH). For example, food insecurity, or having the limited availability or ability to obtain nutritionally adequate and safe foods, is one serious issue that many AI people face (Jernigan, Salvatore, Styne, & Winkleby, 2011). One of the greatest obstacles is access to traditional foods (Newberg, 2013). Many AI people consider the use of traditional foods and practices vital for regaining health, the tribal economy, and maintaining cultural practices (Mitchell, 2012). Following displacement from ancestral lands, Indigenous peoples were excluded from areas where food used to grow, and environmental destruction from pollution, logging, and industrial farming has compromised harvest areas.
(Newberg, 2013). Using the SDOH perspective, health professionals and AI/ANs can begin to understand that negative health outcomes, such as diabetes and obesity, are a response to colonization and unjust conditions rather than an individual responsibility (Mitchell, 2012).

This inquiry will explore: What are culturally responsive health interventions within the context of AI/AN health, and what role has history, culture, and resilience had to shape these practices and approaches? While the published literature shows that culturally responsive health interventions are important to improving recruitment, retention and ultimately health outcomes for populations of color, few such programs exists in general and these resources are even more scant with regard to AI/AN populations (Roubideaux, 2002). Therefore, a second aim of this work will explore various "calls to action" and efforts that aim to address this gap in the field of public health.

Methods

In order to address how such striking health disparities arose and persist; this inquiry will examine the history of research in Indian Country. AI/ANs have a history of maltreatment perpetrated by the healthcare and research community. It is therefore crucial to investigate how this history continues to have an impact today. This research used a combination of information gleaned from the published literature as well as from events that relate to health and healing, hosted by the local Portland, Oregon AI/AN community. The literature review includes three sections: the history of research in Indian Country, elements of an effective diabetes intervention, and examples of effective diabetes interventions. My personal reflections from the in-person events will also be presented to supplement the literature. I will end with a discussion of key points from this work and implications for future research.

Evidence
The History of Research in Indian Country

When addressing health disparities experienced by AI/AN populations it is important to consider the role of history. Historical and recent instances of unethical research in Indian Country have generated mistrust in AI communities (Pacheco et al., 2013). The psychological barriers of scientific mistrust and past traumas endured by AIs must be overcome in order to move forward with effective and beneficial research (Pacheco et al., 2013). In this section, the role of history in influencing culturally competent approaches will be determined by exploring the inclusion of colonialism as a SDOH and the notion of historical trauma. I will provide examples of colonial practices that have had a direct and lasting effect on AI/AN health as well as examples of unethical research and medical practices, including the genetics testing with the Havasupai Nation and the nonconsensual sterilization of AI women. I will end with a brief discussion on what is being done to ensure that similar instances do not occur again.

Czyzewski (2011) asserts that when health disparities exist globally between Indigenous and settler populations, their shared history becomes all the more relevant and significant when addressing this gap. Determinants of health are more specific for Indigenous peoples compared to that of the mainstream population (Commission, 2007). This is partly due to the way health is conceptualized by Indigenous people as opposed to the Western, biomedical definitions (Commission, 2007). This implies that the traditional framework of the SDOH perspective must be adjusted in order to include everyone (Czyzewski, 2011).

Czyzewski uses the term colonialism as opposed to post-colonialism because several authors and organizations recognize that colonialism has never ceased. Wesley-Esquimaux (2007) notes that the history of colonialism continues to affect public policy through today and entire communities are still recovering from the impact of colonial legislation and assimilationist
tactics perpetrated by the government. The inclusion of colonialism in the mainstream SDOH framework recognizes the experiences of Indigenous peoples and helps gives rationale as to why these inequities continue to occur (Czyzewski, 2011). The current model that looks at the population as a whole may contribute to an ‘incorporation’ (Commission, 2007) agenda or to the normalized invisibility of the experiences of Indigenous peoples (Czyzewski, 2011). It is therefore imperative to incorporate an Indigenous perspective in conventional frameworks. Some examples of colonial policies that have had a direct effect on the high prevalence of diabetes in Indian Country include, the residential schooling system, land dispossession, and the lack of access to traditional food (Czyzewski, 2011).

Since European contact to North America, AI people have been forcibly removed from their homeland by governmental authorities to areas unfamiliar to them (Dobyns, 1984). During what is known as the “Termination” period (1946-1964), the federal government attempted to end their trust relationship with AI nations by breaking treaties and executive orders (Mullan, 1989). Tribal nations were no longer considered sovereign, all federal programs were abolished, including health and education programs, tribal lands were transferred to the state, the tax exemption ended, and state judicial authority was imposed (Pacheco et al., 2013). AI/AN language and religious practices were also outlawed and people were “discouraged” from using traditional AI practices including dances, rituals, and traditional healers (Crosby, 1976). Regulations also evolved to include other offenses, such as the unauthorized leave of absence from the reservation (Crosby, 1976). Moreover, the federal government’s Indian Education Program was created specifically to extinguish AI culture (Adams, 1997). As a result of this program, AI children were removed from their families and forced to attend residential boarding schools (Adams, 1997).
The residential schooling system imposed by European settlers has had profound effects on Indigenous health. Justice Sinclair, the chair for the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, stated that the residential schooling system has had an effect on all Indigenous peoples of North America whether directly or indirectly (Czyzewski, 2011). Beginning in the 1860’s, AI children were removed from their homes and sent to schools operated by the Roman Catholic Church, Church of England, United Church, or Presbyterian Church, and later the Government of Canada (Czyzewski, 2011). Children represent the future and their removal had profound implications including emotional suffering, the loss of future leaders, and the ability to pass on culture and language (Evans-Campbell, 2008). The research has shown that suicide rates are high for the not only the boarding school survivors, but for their children as well (Elias et al., 2012). This shows that trauma can be passed down intergenerationally, from the survivors to their children, and that unethical practices can continue to create detrimental effects even after being outlawed.

The study of trauma is pertinent to assessing the health conditions experienced by AI/ANs. Evans-Campbell (2008) indicates that the notion of historical trauma, an example of intergenerational trauma, is one of the most promising concepts to emerge in recent literature. The intergenerational transmission of historical trauma can occur on both an interpersonal and societal level (Evans-Campbell, 2008). On an interpersonal level, intergenerational transmission can occur either directly or indirectly. During direct transmission, children may internalize the experiences they learn about from their families and suffer similar psychological problems (Evans-Campbell, 2008). In the case of indirect transmission, traumatic events could lead to poor parental mental health, which can increase stress in children (Auerhahn & Laub, 1998). On the societal level, the effects of an event may include losses to Indigenous “ways of life” that can
continue to have an effect until those losses are replaced (Evans-Campbell, 2008). The concept of historical trauma has proven to be very popular with AI/AN peoples, indicating that it incorporates the experience of individuals and communities that most models overlook (Evans-Campbell, 2008).

The statistics on how often people thought about specific historical losses is quite significant. For example, in a study presented by Evans-Campbell, about one fifth (18.2%) of respondents said that they thought at least once a day about the loss of Indigenous land, more than one third (36.3%) had daily thoughts about the loss of Indigenous language in their community, and more than one third (33.7%) experienced daily thoughts about loss of culture. A significant percentage of respondents (45.9%) thought daily about alcoholism and its impact on the community and although the nations involved in this particular study were not apart of the residential school policy, about 18% of respondents thought about the losses associated with boarding school at least once per week (Evans-Campbell, 2008). Evans-Campbell notes that given the staggering number of events endured by ancestors, AI/AN people of today tend to downplay their own personal experiences. One suggested method of social healing includes mourning those losses as well as replacing them with something new and healthy in the community (Evans-Campbell, 2008).

Interventions should aim to work at both the familial and community level. A number of tribal nations have developed community-level healing processes by reestablishing traditional social practices such as canoe journeys and traditional hunting practices (Evans-Campbell, 2008). Evans-Campbell argues that the final and perhaps most important implication for future scholarship must consider resilience and healing surrounding trauma in AI/AN communities. For example, while trauma has had negative outcomes, it could also be argued that in Indigenous
communities, a history of trauma has enhanced community ties and has highlighted the importance of retaining culture and tradition (Evans-Campbell, 2008).

In the work that follows I will outline some examples of harmful research and medical practices administered by the research community and governmental agencies. I will begin with the lawsuit that occurred as a result of unethical genetics research between the Havasupai Nation and Arizona State University. I will then discuss the nonconsensual sterilizations of AI women perpetrated by the Indian Health Services (IHS).

In 2003 the Havasupai Nation in Arizona found that their DNA samples collected for genetic studies on diabetes had also been used for studies on schizophrenia, migration, and inbreeding without their approval (Garrison & Cho, 2013). This was the first time the Havasupai Nation had ever allowed researchers to take their blood, as blood holds significant cultural and spiritual worth to the Havasupai Nation (Drabiak-Syed, 2010). As noted by Dr. Frank Dukepoo, a geneticist of Hopi and Laguna ancestry, any part of the human body is sacred to AIs. He goes on to say that, “for an Indian it is not just DNA, it’s part of a person, it is sacred, with deep religious significance. It is part of the essence of a person” (Petit, 1998, as cited by Santos, 2008, p. 4). The Havasupai believe that when an individual dies, they cannot pass on to the next world until they have all of their possessions (Pacheco et al., 2013). Therefore, the proper return of their blood samples was extremely significant.

The Havasupai’s DNA samples were not only used without their permission or regard for cultural and spiritual beliefs, but the findings from this research also harmed the Havasupai Nation. The research on schizophrenia, inbreeding, and population migration theories did not benefit their nation in any way and instead subjected them to stigma and emotional and mental anguish (Drabiak-Syed, 2010). For example, the research on migration suggested that the
Havasupai migrated from a geographic location inconsistent with their worldview (Santos, 2008). Furthermore, the findings from the diabetes testing hypothesized that the high prevalence of diabetes was a result of a nutrient deficiency in pregnancy (Rubin, 2004). No intervention efforts were made as a result of these findings, indicating that the best interest of the Havasupai Nation was not considered (Santos, 2008). People with diabetes from the Havasupai Nation now have to be treated with dialysis because they did not seek medical treatment in time due to the fear and mistrust that occurred as a result of this project (Boomersbach, 2008).

This case provoked discussions within both the genetics world and AI/AN communities about what this means for tribal nations who already have a distrust of researchers and for researchers who are committed to adhering to ethical guidelines (Garrison & Cho, 2013). The publicity surrounding the lawsuit has provided opportunities for researchers to learn about the case and discuss issues surrounding informed consent and secondary use of samples (Garrison & Cho, 2013). When the knowledge of the Havasupai case was assessed most of the Institutional Review Board chairs (12 out of 13) recognized an ethical concern while only half (7 out of 13) of the researchers were able to identify ethical issues (Garrison & Cho, 2013). Cultural practices and traditions were not taken into account in this case and many researchers remain unaware of the impact and significance. Despite the widespread attention, many questions from the case remain and there is still little guidance on how to deal with these types of cases in the future (Garrison & Cho, 2013).

This example illustrates the immense harm researchers have caused to both the Havasupai Nation and AIs who also developed medical mistrust as a result of this project. Santos (2008) notes that although there are conversations between researchers, scientists, and bioethicists surrounding the ethics, benefits, and risks of research in Indigenous communities,
Indigenous people are rarely a part of these discussions (Santos, 2008). Their perspectives, even when heard, are often ignored because their concerns often require more time, consideration, and effort, and do not align with the structure of the Euro-American research tradition (Santos, 2008). According to the study published by Garrison and Cho (2013), researchers have yet to learn important lessons from the Havasupai case and without successful research ethics education, history is likely to repeat itself. It is imperative that researchers learn about culturally appropriate research methods in order to maximize the beneficial outcome for participants and prevent unintentional harm (Pacheco et al., 2013).

Another devastating example of medical trauma endured by AI peoples was the nonconsensual sterilizations of AI women. Between 1970 and 1976 the IHS sterilized between 25 to 50 percent of AI women (Lawrence, 2000). The allegations against the IHS included: the use of coercion to get signatures on consent forms, improper consent forms, and the lack of an appropriate waiting period (at least seventy-two hours) between the signing of a consent form and the surgical procedure (Lawrence, 2000). Mary Ann Bear Comes Out, a member of the Northern Cheyenne Nation, conducted a survey on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation and Labre Mission grounds. The survey concluded that the rate of sterilizations reduced birth rates among this group by more than half over a five-year period (Lawrence, 2000). The sterilization of AI women affected not only individuals, but their family and friends as well. Many marriages ended in divorce and numerous friendships became estranged (Lawrence, 2000). The women had to cope with higher rates of marital problems, alcoholism, drug abuse, psychological difficulties, shame, and guilt (Lawrence, 2000).

The IHS damaged tribal communities by taking away a woman’s right to reproduce, leading to the loss of respect from other tribal nations and the loss of political power in tribal
councils (Lawrence, 2000). Lawrence (2000) identified that the number of people in the community affects a community’s level of power within the tribal government. Therefore, the lower census count could also interfere with the federal services a tribal nation receives. Some AIs believe that the sterilizations also affected the tribe’s economic base and sovereignty (Lawrence, 2000). Lee Brightman, president of United Native Americans Inc., argues that “the sterilization campaign is nothing but an insidious scheme to get the Indians’ land once and for all” (Lawrence, 2000, p. 412). Dr. Connie Pinkerton-Uri, a Choctaw-Cherokee physician, conducted a study and found that the IHS facilities singled out full-blood AI women for sterilization procedures (Lawrence, 2000). She goes on to say that she does not believe the sterilizations were an attempt to exterminate AIs, but a result of physicians distorted thinking that the solution to poverty was to not allow births (Lawrence, 2000). Mary Crow Dog, a Lakota member of the American Indian Movement, said that as a result of these sterilizations, she, like many AI women, felt that they had a personal responsibility to make up for the genocide suffered by their people in the past (Lawrence, 2000). Numerous studies of AI cultures and family structures found that children are important not only to the joy they bring parents, but because group survival is an important aspect of tribal culture (Lawrence, 2000). Katsi Cook of the Mohawk Nation stated that “women are the base of the generations. Our reproductive power is sacred to us” (Lawrence, 2000).

The evidence shows that the aftermath of the sterilizations drastically changed all aspects of AI life. Relationships between AIs and governmental agencies, as well as relationships between husbands and wives, and mothers and children were severely damaged. There was also an immense amount of harm caused to the individual women who were sterilized, as their reproductive rights are sacred and a part of their identity. Despite the extensive harm that
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occurred, the care of the IHS has improved as a result. In 1976, the Indian Health Care Improvement Act was passed, giving tribal nations the right to manage IHS programs (Lawrence, 2000). Many tribal nations have taken over IHS facilities and their participation has strengthened communities (Lawrence, 2000).

It is important for researchers and healthcare workers to learn about the immense harm perpetrated by both the medical and research community because AI/ANs do not typically differentiate between the two; these instances are seen as being perpetuated by the same people (Pacheco et al., 2013). This means that mistrust is deep-rooted and researchers must take extra care when moving forward. The Center for American Indian Community Health (CAICH) has taken the steps necessary to avoid future harm in researcher practices by educating AIs about their rights, empowering them to assert those rights, and by protecting them from unethical research (Pacheco et al., 2013). When working with people of color, researchers will often avoid talking about previous abuses (Pacheco et al., 2013). CAICH has created a model that facilitates dialogue between researchers and AI/AN communities that have endured harmful research practices and medical misconduct (Pacheco et al., 2013). An open dialogue ensures that past instances of unethical research are addressed and that conversations are had on how to make certain that similar instances do not occur again (Pacheco et al., 2013). CAICH has also created a Law and Policy Core that protects AI research participants by empowering them to make informed decisions. More research is needed to determine the most effective methods of addressing health disparities in AI nations however, research cannot be done effectively until the cycle of scientific mistrust and medical abuse is broken (Pacheco et al. 2013).

Elements of Effective Interventions
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In the following section I will explore elements of effective and culturally sensitive interventions. I will begin by discussing the current barriers in the AI healthcare system and the ways in which the delivery of healthcare can be improved. I will then highlight the need for including the community in every step of the research process using the Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) principles. Next, I will show the importance of focusing on resilience and community strengths by reviewing an Indigenist Stress-Coping Model (Walters & Simoni, 2002) that incorporates culture in the process of healing. I will conclude by exploring the most effective methods for building healthy research relationships within tribal communities.

The federal government has a responsibility to provide adequate healthcare for AIs (Blakeley & Park, 2004) AI nations signed over 400 million acres of tribal land to the United States government with the understanding that they would provide health care services along with other benefits (Blakeley & Park, 2004). However, despite the increase in value of land, AI Healthcare remains poorly underfunded (Blakeley & Park, 2004). While an increase in funding is needed, significant reform is also needed in cultural competency training. In the 2004 United States Congress report it was noted that the importance of cultural competency training is recognized however, the IHS does not have a specific budget set aside for this training. In addition to the lack of training, the IHS does not provide formal interpreters to its patients, which is an additional obstacle to adequate health services for AIs who maintain their traditional language (Blakeley & Park, 2004). Racial and ethnic bias and discrimination also contribute to AI health disparities (Blakeley & Park, 2004). Studies have found that unconscious bias is more common than conscious discrimination and that these biases can lead practitioners to make inappropriate decisions that affect the overall quality of care (Blakeley & Park, 2004). This is an example of why it is important for researchers and healthcare providers to reflect upon their
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preconceived biases about various racial and ethnic groups in order to prevent these types of mistakes from occurring. It is also important to recognize that improving healthcare for AIs is more than just a medical treatment and involves a holistic approach incorporating education, proper housing, economic opportunity, as well as empowerment through self-determination and self-governance (Blakeley & Park, 2004).

CBPR is an example of an alternative research method that combines education and social action to improve health outcomes and reduce health disparities (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). CBPR focuses on fostering relationships between academic and community partners with the principles of mutual learning and benefit, and long-term commitment while integrating community theories and participation into research efforts (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). CBPR recognizes the important contributions of community members and combines knowledge from all parties in order to create action and social change (Minkler Wallerstein, 2003).

CBPR is a relatively new and emerging research practice that still faces challenges and paradoxes (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). As CBPR has progressed, issues have arisen that question the role of power, privilege, participation, community consent, and racial and/or ethnic discrimination (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). Privilege in this context refers to social inequality in regard to ethnic or racial category. Researchers enter communities with their own set of “baggage”, whether that be their ethnicity, socioeconomic status, background, or affiliated University that may have a history of research with that community (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). Researchers must be aware of their own privilege influencing their biases in order to protect participants from discrimination and harm.

In addition to the issues of power, privilege, and racial/ethnic discrimination, the mutuality and benefit of the research project must be carefully assessed. Wallerstein and Duran
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(2006) ask the question, “How do we address the reality that different stakeholders may and do have different goals of participation and different knowledge needs, and have different expertise to participate more actively at different stages?” (p. 314). The objective of researchers is often different from that of the community’s desire to improve programs and services (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). It is important to discuss these issues throughout the research process in order to maximize community benefit by decreasing the length of time needed to create change, even though publication from the research project may be a long-term process (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). The evidence shows that incorporating community expertise and engaging participants in research has positive outcomes on health (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). Participation improves program development with greater efficiency, sustainability, and the more equitable distribution of services (Isham, Narayan, & Pritchett, 1995; Manikutty, 1997; Narayan, 1992). It is conclusive that CBPR benefits both community members, who are included in the research process, and researchers who aspire to deliver long-term improvements in health.

Another element of an effective health intervention incorporates cultural resilience. Walters and Simoni (2002) present a way of conceptualizing Indigenous women’s health through an “Indigenist” Stress-Coping Model. This model is specifically aimed to incorporate the experiences of AI women who have held sacred and central positions in Indigenous nations for centuries (Walters & Simoni, 2002). Indigenous women hold powerful roles as sacred life givers, teachers, socializers of children, healers, doctors, seers, and warriors (Kauffman & Joseph-Fox, 1996). Their status in these roles has allowed them to form the center of Indigenous resistance to colonization (Kauffman & Joseph-Fox, 1996). Kauffman and Joseph-Fox (1996) argue that the health of tribal nations in many ways depends upon the women. The United States government has attempted to disempower Indigenous women as a way of exerting colonial domination over
Indigenous nations (Jaimes & Halsey, 1992). The sterilizations discussed earlier are one example of how the US government tried to destabilize Indigenous communities by harming their women. Another example that occurred among the Cherokee, a traditionally matriarchal society, was when British colonizers “educated” Cherokee males about European patriarchal ways (Jaimes & Halsey, 1992). They also encouraged marriage to non-Native women and privileged mixed-blood male offspring in nation-to-nation negotiations (Jaimes & Halsey, 1992). These examples further constitute the notion of “historical trauma” and call for stress-coping models that incorporate the experiences of Indigenous people.

The “indigenist” stress-coping model modifies traditional models with cultural aspects that buffer the effects of life stressors on negative health outcomes (Walters & Simoni, 2002). Cultural buffers include identity attitudes, enculturation, spiritual coping, and traditional health practices (Walters & Simoni, 2002). Research on Indigenous peoples has suggested that identity attitudes, such as the extent to which one internalizes attitudes towards oneself and one’s group, are important for enhancing self esteem, coping with psychological distress, and avoiding depression (Walters, 1999). Additionally, enculturation, or the process by which people learn about and identify with their culture, can either lessen the negative effects of stressors or enhance buffers, which further decreases the likelihood of negative health outcomes (Walters & Simoni, 2002).

The “indigenist” stress-coping model highlights the importance of maintaining cultural practices, particularly for AI/AN peoples. Walters and Simoni assert that, identifying the vulnerabilities of Indigenous women within the context of their historical and contemporary oppression while capitalizing on their strengths illustrates an Indigenous perspective that can aid public health researchers and practitioners in promoting the health and wellbeing of individuals.
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and ultimately the health and wellbeing of indigenous nations. Furthermore, spiritual methods of coping are also effective at mediating stressful life events and improving physical and mental health (Walters & Simoni, 2002). Other forms of traditional healing practices such as medicinal root teas and sweat lodges (used for ritual purification) have intrinsic benefits that support positive health outcomes among AI/ANs (Walters & Simoni, 2002). It is important to recognize and respect traditional methods of healing, even when the westernized framework for “evidenced-based” practices has not been applied.

Cultural values are foundational to the research and health intervention process (National Congress of American Indians, 2012). Researchers must aim to respect, appreciate, and understand Indigenous knowledge and how it applies to research (National Congress of American Indians, 2012). Respecting a tribal nation’s knowledge allows for the focus to be on their strengths and ensures that the research outcome will be beneficial to everyone (National Congress of American Indians, 2012). Researchers should also involve key tribal decision-makers in all stages of the research process, which is especially important when no institutional review board or Ethics Committee is in place (National Congress of American Indians, 2012). The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) Policy Research Center and the Montana State University (MSU) Center for Native Health Partnerships (CNHP) collected information from individuals who currently work with or want to work with tribal nations, regarding their advice for strengthening research relationships. They summarized seven common themes which include: listen and pay attention, respect cultural and local knowledge, leave pre-conceived research assumptions behind, have personal integrity, have shared goals, learn about the nations you are working with, plan for sustainability, and provide community benefit (NCAI, 2012).
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Being an active listener is the key first step to building research relationships with AI/AN communities as it indicates that the researcher is engaged in learning about their needs. In addition, respecting cultural knowledge includes respecting expertise and not just academic degrees (NCAI, 2012). Non-Native researchers may not always be aware of the dominance of their worldview or see the need to embrace community values (NCAI, 2012). It is therefore important to challenge one’s own assumptions and pre-conceived theories before and after the research process. Researchers must recognize that building trust takes time. In the survey conducted by the NCAI Policy Research Center and the MSU CNHP, participants noted the importance of building individual relationships and “being yourself” while also recognizing that you are not “by yourself” (NCAI, 2012). This allows researchers to be attentive to and value the knowledge of others. When shared knowledge and worldviews drive the research process, project outcomes are beneficial to everyone and their effects are strengthened (NCAI, 2012). Long-term positive outcomes, as defined by the community, are vital for building trust and should be discussed at the beginning of the research process (NCAI, 2012).

The evidence presented shows that community driven projects are the most effective and sustainable. Health professionals must resist the temptation to enter communities as “experts” by attempting to control project outcomes (Roubideaux, 2002). It is much more productive to serve as a resource and to help build local capacity (Roubideaux, 2002). Moreover, health practitioners should learn about the health challenges that AI/ANs face as well as about complexities of the specific nations they serve, as every nation is diverse with their own set of needs and expectations (Roubideaux 2002). Focusing on community strengths and resiliencies is vital to improving health outcomes and promoting sustainability.

Examples of Effective Interventions
In the following section I will explore examples of effective interventions that address obesity and associated health conditions, including diabetes. I will begin with an intervention method that identified “upstream” approaches to disease prevention using a SDOH perspective. I will also explore a CBPR intervention study that addressed food insecurity by identifying community barriers in a culturally competent way. I will end by describing traditional diets and how tribes across the Pacific Northwest are increasing their access to traditional foods.

An example of a diabetes intervention incorporating a SDOH perspective promoted health literacy by discussing the loss of traditional food systems and how it has affected the community’s diet. Health professionals worked with tribal historians to provide a timeline of the changes made to the tribe’s diet in relation to the environmental, political, and legislative policies that they were already familiar with (Mitchell, 2012). This allowed community members to better understand their current dietary challenges, why they have occurred, and how to act. For example, the Gila River Indian Nation has traced a major change in diet and food insecurity to the damming of waters that drastically reduced the level of the Gila River and led to a drought, interfering with the tradition of farming and irrigation (Warne, 2006). An awareness of the SDOH allows tribes to reinforce the importance of cultural practices that use traditional knowledge of AI food development practices (Mitchell, 2012).

An example of a CBPR intervention method addressed food insecurity on the Round Valley reservation. Over 85% of people, in some AI reservations, receive food assistance from the US Department of Agriculture’s Food Distribution Program that typically consist of packaged foods high in fat, salt, and sugar (Harris & Harper, 2001). Surveys conducted by the Round Valley Indian Health Center have found that 68% of community members aged 20-74 years are obese, which is double the national average for all US adults (Jernigan et al., 2011).
The intervention on the Round Valley reservation conducted a community assessment using the Tool for Health and Resilience in Vulnerable Environments (THRIVE) and identified potential barriers to healthy and culturally appropriate foods. THRIVE is an action-oriented tool that aims to increase collaboration between communities and agencies when identifying solutions by engaging key community members in the assessment of community needs and their root causes (Jernigan et al., 2011). This tool is specifically used to promote positive health outcomes for racial and ethnic minorities. Following the assessment, the project implemented policies to address the identified barriers, which had positive results for the community.

The THRIVE tool was tailored for cultural appropriateness with the use of digital storytelling for local relevance and focus groups to facilitate discussion surrounding the information presented (Jernigan et al., 2011). A digital story is described as, “a short, first person video-narrative created by combining recorded voice, still and moving images and music or other sounds” (Gubrium, 2009). Storytelling is consistent with AI tradition and was used to accompany each of the THRIVE factors which included, racial justice, jobs and local ownership, education, social networks and trust, participation and willingness to act for the common good, acceptable behaviors and attitudes, what’s sold and how it’s promoted, parks and open space, getting around, housing, air, water, and soil, as well as arts and culture (Jernigan et al., 2011). Focus groups were used instead of an online survey because they allowed community members to discuss the environmental factors affecting their health and identify strategies for policy change (Jernigan et al., 2011).

This study found that ‘racial injustice’ was the issue of most concern in all of the five focus groups. Participants discussed the lack of Native-owned businesses in their community as well as the absence of Native-owned stands at the weekly farmer's market as a barrier to healthy
food (Jernigan et al., 2011). The weekly farmer’s market is located in a mostly white area of town with cash-only sales leaving Native community members feeling unwelcome (Jernigan et al., 2011). In addition, the participants noted that without a living wage it was difficult to pay for gas in order to travel two hours to the nearest grocery store (Jernigan et al., 2011). Because of this the community had to rely on packaged and canned goods from the USDA FDPIR program at the local grocery store (Jernigan et al., 2011). As previously mentioned, these foods are often high in fat, salt, and sugar, while low in fiber, which has been shown to increase the risk of obesity and diabetes (Jernigan et al., 2011). The local grocery store did not contain any culturally appropriate foods or bulk items and the foods that were available were over priced (Jernigan et al., 2011). Focus group members also felt that their community lacked playgrounds, parks, sidewalks and streetlights, making it difficult to get outside and engaged in exercise (Jernigan et al., 2011).

Following this method of data collection, policies were developed that involved key stakeholders including, owners of the farm, grocery store and gas station in order to address the identified barriers (Jernigan et al., 2011). A Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program was established that designated a portion of the fresh produce to be sold in the local community, and local growers would be reimbursed for any unsold produce (Jernigan et al., 2011). The CSA program also created job opportunities in the Valley. The Round Valley Indian Health Center received funding for a pilot program to use CSA produce for Round Valley Unified School District school lunches (Jernigan et al., 2011). They also received funding to supply CSA produce through the USDA FDPIR commodity food distributions on the reservation (Jernigan et al., 2011). Furthermore, Electronic Benefit Transfer machines were made available at the local farmers’ market, which allowed residents to use their food assistance funds to buy fresh produce
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(Jernigan et al., 2011). Additionally, shelf-space at the local grocery store was made available to promote fresh fruits and vegetables (Jernigan et al., 2011). Bulk items and traditional/ special foods for diabetes were also made available (Jernigan et al., 2011).

To address the environmental concerns, the tribal council and the health clinic wrote a grant to create a space for physical activity (Jernigan et al., 2011). The proposed bike and walking path is to include culturally appropriate art and educational exhibits designed by AI community members (Jernigan et al., 2011). The clinic also created ‘Bike Wednesday’ as a way to offer group rides and free bike repair. The culturally appropriate and upstream approaches to health promotion in this study proved to have a beneficial outcome for the community it served.

The CBPR intervention example discussed above identified that traditional diets are best suited for reducing diabetes among AI/ANs. Traditionally, Indigenous diets contained high amounts of animal protein, nutrient dense foods, and were low in fat or high in marine sources of fat (Compher, 2006). Traditional diets were typically high in omega-3 fatty acids as well as docosahexaenoic acid and eicosapentaenoic acid found in fish; evidence has shown that these nutrients decrease the risk of cardiovascular disease (World Health Organization, 2002). Research has also shown that the increased intake of traditional foods decreases the amount of saturated fats and the omega-6:omega-3 fatty acid ratio, which is a protective risk factor of cardiovascular health (Simopoulos, 2008). Moreover, traditional foods come from wild plants, rich in micronutrients (Grivetti & Ogle, 2000). Plants are not only used as food, but as traditional medicine as well, offering therapeutic effects from their consumption (Earle, 2011). Furthermore, Indigenous American agriculture was largely based on corn (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). Mesoamericans cultivated squash and beans, which along with corn created a complete protein (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). The collection of food was very physically demanding and included
hunting, fishing, trapping, growing and gathering (Redwood et al., 2008). Indigenous diet consumption patterns arose from a complex and holistic food system that provided both nutritional and spiritual health (Earle, 2011). As discussed earlier, culture is a large part of health and healing for AI/ANs and the collection and consumption of traditional foods is vital to health restoration and connection with the land (Earle, 2011). Among ANs, traditional food consumption is associated with other measures of culture including speaking a Native language, using traditional medicine, and participation in traditional events (Redwood et al., 2008).

Portland’s local AI/AN community has made an effort to increase access to traditional foods using community gardens. The Wisdom Gardens in southeast Portland are considered a form of “horticultural therapy” (Newberry, 2013). The garden contains everything from red cedar trees, huckleberries, cranberries, elderberries, and salmon berries to heirloom vegetables, such as Japanese peas, golden beets, beans, and squash. The Wisdom Gardens was created to provide nourishment and education on the importance of Indigenous foods to Portland’s tribal community (Newberry, 2013). Marc Anderson, an environmental engineer and diabetes educator who serves on the advisory committee for the Wisdom Gardens, also a member of the Seminole Nation, advocates for a diet of traditional plant-based foods to reverse diabetes for AI people (Newberry, 2013). The garden not only provides fresh healthy food, but it also allows for people to connect with the earth and their home by working in the garden (Newberry, 2013).

Tribal nations across the Pacific Northwest are working to reestablish food sovereignty and incorporate traditional, local, and healthy foods back into their diet (Newberry, 2013). Many tribes are funding initiatives that increase access to traditional foods. For example, the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, whose ancestral lands spread out across the Central Oregon Coast, is one of seventeen tribal nations initiating a Health Traditions project, funded by
a four-year Type 2 diabetes prevention grant from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) to restore culturally appropriate traditional foods (Newberry, 2013). The
project aims to improve the health of community members with educational activities that
promote the consumption of traditional foods through hunting, gathering, cooking, food
preservation, and conservation of natural resources (Newberry, 2013). The project began by
holding community meetings to establish their needs. Many community members identified the
need for gardening programs, health education classes, and community learning (Newberry,
2013). The Siletz Nation has also developed relationships with private and public land owners in
order to obtain areas for annual harvest of traditional foods, including huckleberries and camas,
in exchange for management of that land (Newberry, 2013). Additionally, the Siletz Nation is
working with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to increase the passage of lamprey at
the Siletz Gorge falls (Newberry, 2013). Lampreys are near extinction in traditional harvest
areas, however, each year the tribe harvests lamprey on the Siletz River at Willamette Falls
(Newberry, 2013).

Valerie Segrest, a Native foods educator and community nutritionist with the
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, teaches a nutrition course at the Northwest Indian College called
“Honor the Gift of Food” (Newberry, 2013). She advocates for a healthy, traditional-foods based
diet by asking her students what their ancestors would recognize as food in the grocery store.
Students have made creative recipes with traditional foods such as, salmonberry sorbet with wild
rose honey, salmon hash, kelp pickles, rosehip jam and nettle pesto (Newberry, 2013). Segrest
teaches students to cook with good intentions because in their culture, cooking food for people is
one of the holiest things you can do (Newberry, 2013). Segrest notes that Indigenous people have
a deep relationship with food and feeding the spirit has to be a part of the conversation on how to
create sustainability (Newberry, 2013). This example suggest that healing from dietary related diseases is much more than just about changing the foods people eat, it is about reconnecting with food both spiritually and emotionally.

**Reflections**

In the following section I will begin by providing my personal reflections on the ‘History of Research’ section discussed previously. It is important that I provide these reflections as the information I have learned affected me deeply. In this section I will also provide a summary of the events that I attended hosted by Portland’s local AI/AN community. I will end with a reflection upon what I will take away from this work.

When I began reading about the history of research in Indian Country, I was not only shocked by what I learned, but also upset that I had not learned about these events sooner. Previously, I had not learned about the nonconsensual sterilizations of AI women and although I had heard of the boarding schools, the extent of the harm endured was not disclosed. The diabetes research between the Havasupai Nation and Arizona State University was also something that I had not learned about in my public health courses. During my college education I learned about unethical research practices that occurred with African American populations, such as the Tuskegee Study (CDC, 2016). However, the study that occurred with the Havasupai Nation was equally as damaging and unethical, yet many healthcare researchers remain unaware of the significance (Garrison & Cho, 2014). It was shocking that only about half of the researchers from the Arizona State University research team saw any ethical issues with this research and some had not heard about the case at all (Garrison & Cho, 2014). This is an example of how researchers may be unaware of the dominance of their worldview. For example, one researcher said that the Havasupai Nation’s reaction to this case was the exception and not
the rule (Garrison & Cho, 2014). The researcher believed that if people donated their DNA samples for research, then those people would likely be open to using those samples in as many studies as possible. However, the Havasupai Nation did not share this point of view, as blood holds significant spiritual worth and they had never let researchers take their blood before (Garrison & Cho, 2014). The studies conducted on inbreeding, schizophrenia, and migration patterns perpetuated harm and did not benefit the Havasupai Nation in any way. If the researchers were aware of the Havasupai Nation’s cultural view, perhaps they would have been more likely to understand the significance and how detrimental this research was. This example demonstrates how important it is for researchers to educate themselves on cultural beliefs and historical events.

The boarding schools are another example of a project funded by the United States government that had a major impact on health. After reading about the boarding schools in the literature, I also watched videos of interviews with the survivors. I learned that children were abused physically, emotionally, and spiritually (Debruyn & Brave Heart, 1998). There were also many instances of sexual abuse (Debruyn & Brave Heart, 1998). One of the scariest events that a child can go through is being forcefully removed from their parents. Parents bring their children great safety and comfort. I cannot imagine what it would be like to be taken away from my parents, separated from my siblings, and banned from speaking my native language with the children around me. The inability to speak and converse with others is one additional barrier to coping in a horrendously terrifying situation. The abuse that occurred in boarding schools left many children dead and severely traumatized and many families were not informed of their child’s death (Kennedy, 2015). I can understand how people may not trust the government or government-funded programs after such a detrimental project. After children “graduated” from
boarding schools, many were unable to communicate with their people in their native language once they returned home (‘Canada's residential schools: The Inuit and Northern Experience,’ 2015). The documentaries I watched noted how people would return home as somewhere in between two completely different worlds (‘Canada's residential schools: The Inuit and Northern Experience,’ 2015). Many people became frustrated that they did not fit in at home or with the white culture they were brought up in. The government did not provide any opportunity to stay with the western education system and many people were left feeling lost (‘Canada's residential schools: The Inuit and Northern Experience,’ 2015). I do not understand how the United States government could commit such a horrendous act and not be held responsible for the repercussions. I was also surprised at how recently the boarding schools closed. In the United States the schools went as late as the 1960’s (REF, Kelly), while in Canada the last boarding school closed in 1994 (Czyzewski, 2011). This history is very recent and the effects continue to be felt today.

The nonconsentual sterilization of AI women was another practice that I found especially disturbing and difficult to read about. The forceful removal of a woman’s reproductive power is one of the most personal ways that someone can be attacked. Taking away a family's ability to reproduce dramatically changes their life and ability to plan for the future. From my perspective, sterilizations are worse than an individual murder because as previously mentioned, these procedures reduced birth rates by more than a half over a five-year period (Lawrence, 2000). While having a baby is special for any woman, I learned that AI women hold powerful roles in their society (Walters & Simoni, 2002). After learning more about their culture, I realized that these sterilizations were even more detrimental than I had once thought possible. The United States government can never undo the damage they have caused; the only way to move forward
is to promote an environment that fosters and encourages healthy pregnancies. This is exactly what the Future Generations Collaborative (FGC) aims to do. The FGC is a local collective comprised of agencies and nonprofits that serve Portland’s local AI/AN community. The FGC hosted a number of the events that I attended.

The first event I attended was entitled “Indigenous Healing and Celebration.” The FGC presented on historical trauma and health inequities. There was also a panel of Multnomah County employees there to discuss traditional AI methods of healing from their heritage. When I first arrived at the event, I followed the sound of the drums to the correct room location. There was a drumming circle there and people were dancing and singing. The sound of the drums was so deep and strong that I could feel my heartbeat synchronizing to the sound. There was something very moving and powerful about hearing people drum and sing with such passion. I knew their music had physical power when the large metal frame from the light above came crashing down.

During this event I heard stories from many people who identify as AI. The first speaker identified as half Black and half AI. He said he found his job with Multnomah County through a project that aims to increase diversity in the workforce. He said he was the first AI out of 99 employees who had been hired through the project. His goal is to represent his community by showing other people that Indigenous people are here and that they are proud. The next speaker also identified as AI and Black. She told us a little bit about her childhood and life experiences. It was not until she was thirteen years old that she found out she had AI heritage. Before this time she grew up disconnected to AI culture. By discovering her heritage and culture she was able to heal using prayers and songs. Culture is now a big part of her life and she continues to teach her
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children about their ancestry. She wants her kids to grow up knowing who they are and where they came from. She said that culture has been a large part of her health and healing.

The next speaker recited a poem that she wrote called: Indigenous Woman. She talked about what it means to be a woman and what it means to be Indigenous. She said there is more to her than what meets the eye and that she is fighting to be free as an Indigenous woman. One line that stood out to me mentioned how she does not want pity or sympathy, but that she wants people to listen to what she has to say. This stood out to me because as I have learned more about history and trauma, I have felt overwhelmed with sadness and grief. As an ally, I must remember how important it is to move forward and to listen to others about what they might need.

After the first three speakers, members of the FGC came to speak. The FGC is working to improve health among AI/AN communities by identifying and addressing causes of substance-exposed pregnancies that can lead to fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD). Historical and intergenerational trauma plays a large role in the presence of FASDs among this population. The FGC talked about how trauma can be a vicious cycle. When children grow up with a FASD they are more likely to raise their children in a similar environment. The speaker said, that as community-health workers we need to go into the community and ask the community what they need in order to heal. She also said that it is important to recognize that we can never tell someone how to heal, we can only help facilitate that process and step back while people heal on their own.

During this event I learned more about important components of traditional health and healing. I learned that culture is a major part of identity and health. I also learned that the healing process should be self-driven and that health professionals should maintain their role as a
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resource instead of trying to “fix” everything themselves. The speakers at this event noted that Indigenous people are not fighting for themselves, but for the generations to come. I learned it is important to raise children with a connection to their culture and a connection to their ancestors.

It was humbling to be a part of the celebration and an observer of the healing process. At the end of the healing ceremony we said a prayer for those at Standing Rock who are protesting the oil pipeline and putting their life on the line for their people.

The next event I attending was called “Healthy Relationships: An Indigenous Workshop.” Jillene Joseph, from the Native Wellness Institute, and the FGC hosted this event. The workshop was filled with people; we all sat on chairs in a large circle inside the Native American Student and Community Center building at Portland State University. We began with some get-to-know-you games and eventually broke out into smaller groups to begin the workshop. During this event I learned more about the four components that make up the circle of wellness: physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects. Jillene explained that balance between each of these four quadrants is important for overall health and healing. She said that unhealthy relationships often develop when one of the quadrants is out of balance. During this workshop we also talked about historical and intergenerational trauma. We wrote down examples of historical trauma, because as Jillene mentioned, it is important for AI/ANs to understand what it is they must overcome in order to move forward. Jillene talked about how the abuse that occurred in the residential boarding schools changed the way that the brain functions. She explained that our frontal cortex allows us to process potential consequences to our actions, but when people endure trauma the midbrain becomes more activated in decision making, which can cause people to make decisions that may not be in their best interest. We also talked about how the United States government perpetrated genocidal tactics against Indigenous peoples and
to this day do not fully acknowledge this fact. Some tribes no longer exist today because of settlers and colonial practices. Jillene said that the United States government does not want to talk about historical trauma because they do not want to talk about healing.

During the next activity we filled out a “trauma web.” On the left hand side of the page there was a list of traumatic events. On the right hand side of the page there was a list of unhealthy behaviors. The center of the page read the word “you.” We were instructed to draw a line from each of the traumatic events that we have experienced to the center of the page and then to draw a line from the center of the page to each of the unhealthy behaviors that we exhibit. Jillene explained that unhealthy behaviors are a result of trauma. She said that the answer to trauma is healing and that we should be bringing healing energy to our relationships. We learned that healing is a journey, not a destination. Jillene then had us draw a circle around each side of the trauma web so it formed the shape of a butterfly. She explained that butterflies represent growth.

After we broke out into smaller groups, Jillene had us think of ways in which we heal ourselves. One person in my group said that she healed when she learned her spiritual name. She said she is a “mixed blood” or half white, half AI. She said having a spiritual name helped her find her purpose in life. Another person in my group said that she listens to her ancestors when she finds herself in difficult situations.

Two of the speakers at this event are group fitness instructors on their reservation. They explained that it is important for people to stay healthy and well not just for themselves, but for their culture and community too. The exercise class that they instruct is not just about fitness, but about connecting with the earth. They teach a class called “Earth Jam” that incorporates elements of the earth to form a holistic workout program. One of the speakers wanted to emphasize that
although AI/AN nations have high rates of disease, they also have innovative health knowledge that comes from their people.

**Discussion**

In the following section I will synthesize culturally responsive diabetes interventions within the context of AI/AN health and determine the role of history, culture, and resilience in shaping these practices and approaches.

Some of the main elements of AI/AN health and healing include, tribal sovereignty, connecting to culture and the land, education on historical/intergenerational trauma, engaging with the community, and focusing on resilience. The understanding of history is crucial when it comes to AI/AN health. The extent of historical trauma endured by AI/ANs is devastating. The health disparities experienced by AI/AN populations today are predominantly due to a history of forced removal, genocidal tactics, and detrimental environmental policies. It is of utmost importance that health professionals who wish to serve this population understand and fully appreciate the significance of this history. Considering the impact of displacement from ancestral lands on diabetes, those who are displaced to reservation lands are reliant on government food assistance programs that serve low quality, canned food (Jernigan, Salvatore, Styne, & Winkleby, 2011). It is also common for those living on a reservation to be in areas isolated and removed, with the closest grocery store two hours or more away (Mitchell, 2012) and due to high poverty rates in reservation communities, people may be unable to drive these distances if they do not own a car, have money for gas, or simply do not have the time due to childcare or other family obligations (Jernigan, Salvatore, Styne, & Winkleby, 2011). Health interventions must recognize these determinants of health using the CBPR principles.
When it comes to culturally responsive care, the community must be involved in every step of the research process. CBPR recognizes the value of tribal knowledge and respects self-determination. AIs honor the wisdom of the Elders and experience should be respected just as academic degrees are (NCAI, 2012). Additionally, self-determination plays a large role in health and healing and sometimes well-intended health professionals may get in the way of this process. This is one reason why it is important to challenge one's worldview with education and time in the community. It is most productive to ask the community what they need and serve as a resource instead of assuming what is best and wanted (NCAI, 2012). This concept was highlighted both in the published literature and by people from the events that I attended. Many academic journals suggest that CBPR should be taught at the core competency for all incoming health professionals (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006).

In addition to CBPR, connecting to cultural practices is a fundamental part of healing. Research has shown that incorporating cultural practices into healing techniques can mitigate negative health outcomes that stem from trauma (Walters & Simoni, 2002). AI/ANs have a holistic view of health and healing that incorporates physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects (Mitchell, 2012). These four aspects make up the circle of wellness and each quadrant must be in balance with one another to ensure good health. This concept was presented during the wellness events that I attended and was a useful way to visualize good health. Storytelling is another example of a traditional practice that is used in intervention strategies to identify upstream determinants of health (Jerigan et al., 2015). The use of digital storytelling discussed in the CBPR example, proved to be very effective at identifying barriers to healthy and culturally appropriate foods, and policies were implemented as a result to help eliminate some of these barriers. Traditional foods should be used as a means of improving health, as these are the foods
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that connect people to their ancestors and nourish both the body and the soul (Mitchell, 2012). Community gardens that grow traditional foods are one way for people to connect to the land and have increased access to healthy food. In this setting, people can learn about the foods they harvest as well as about the cultural practices that have guided their ancestors for centuries. The thoughtful preparation and serving of food is a major component of good health (Newberry, 2013). AI/ANs have a deep relationship with food and nourishing the spirit is vital to creating long-lasting health (Newberry, 2013). Hunting and gathering are traditional forms of exercise that typically expend a lot of energy (Earle, 2011). “Earth Jam” is an example of a holistic, culturally appropriate workout routine.

The events that I attended reinforced the information I read about in the published literature. For example, when I was at the Healthy Relationships workshop one person said that they healed when they learned their spiritual name. Another person said they would look to their ancestors for advice on what to do in certain situations. Many people also said that they heal through ceremony, songs, and dances. One of the speaker from the “Indigenous Healing and Celebration” event said that she healed once she was able to connect to her culture. The “indigenist stress coping model” emphasizes that cultural practices can buffer the effects of negative health outcomes in response to stress. This shows that culture is a fundamental part of health and healing. I learned that many AI/ANs are interested in exploring historical and intergenerational trauma as a means of understanding potential challenges in contemporary life situations and ways to overcome them. AI/AN have endured a long history of trauma and maltreatment from the United States Government as a result of colonization, but the answer to healing is inherent within AI/AN culture and ways of life.
Conclusion

Since I began this project in Fall 2016, I have watched my perspectives and worldviews begin to shift. One of the main points that I took away from this project is how profound Indigenous ways of knowing are. Overall, AI/AN have a holistic view of health and healing that incorporates the whole person and environmental factors. Western medicine is often very symptoms based and will only work on treating the symptoms as opposed to addressing the root cause of health conditions. AI/AN health is complex and it is important for health practitioners to know why this is. Additionally, each nation is very diverse and may require different methods of healing. I am thankful for the learning opportunity that this project presented and would like to continue exploring these topics more with my newly found outlook on life.
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